Sheaves are objects of a local nature: a global section is determined by how it looks locally. Hence, a sheaf cannot describe mathematical structures which contain global or nonlocal geometric information. To fill this gap, we introduce the theory of "gleaves", which are presheaves equipped with an additional "gluing operation" of compatible pairs of local sections. Examples include the gleaf of metric spaces and the gleaf of joint probability distributions. A result of Johnstone shows that a category of gleaves may have a subobject classifier despite not being cartesian closed.
Introduction
Sheaves and stacks. Sheaves on topological spaces have the defining property that compatible families of local sections can always be glued together in a unique way. If the given local sections are defined over a covering of the space, then this yields a global section. It follows that sheaves are entirely local entities: a sheaf is completely determined by its stalks and how those assemble into the associatedétale bundle [26] . This makes sheaves the right framework for mathematical structures which are of a local nature, in the sense that the only global information contained in a sheaf is of topological character.
A more sophisticated variant of the notion of sheaf, which shares with it similar locality properties, is the notion of stack or 2-sheaf. Many mathematical structures like vector bundles or principal Gbundles can be described in terms of a stack. Again, the crucial property here is locality: a vector bundle or principal G-bundle is an entirely local object, meaning that it is determined by how it behaves on an open cover.
A sheaf of metrics? For many other mathematical structures, however, this kind of locality property fails. For example, consider the set of all metrics d : X × X → R ≥0 on a set X. Any such metric can be restricted to any subset U ⊆ X, and hence we obtain a presheaf 2 X → Sets which assigns to each subset U ⊆ X the set of all metrics on U. However, this presheaf is not a sheaf: in general, there are many ways to extend a pair of metrics for u ∈ U \ V and v ∈ V \ U, while retaining the given distances inside U and V . As we will see, this is indeed a (pseudo-)metric on U ∪ V . While this is a canonical extension of the given metrics on U and V to one on U ∪ V , it is by no means unique and many other extensions are possible in general.
On the other hand, for given compatible metrics d U , d V , d W on three pairwise intersecting sets U, V, W ⊆ X, there may not exist any metric on the union U ∪ V ∪ W which extends all three of them. The reason is that the given distances may fail to satisfy the triangle inequality for a triangle spanning the three pairwise intersections, i.e. there may exist points
(See Figure 1 .) These considerations show that the presheaf of metrics has a global structure which prevents it from being a sheaf. This should be seen in contrast to the case in which X is a smooth manifold and one assigns to each open U ⊆ X the set of Riemannian metrics on U. In this case we do indeed get a sheaf, since a Riemannian metric-by virtue of being a tensor field-is determined by local data. For general metrics, this is not the case: simply knowing how a metric looks locally is not sufficient to determine it globally.
One of the questions that we would like to tackle in this paper is: what is the presheaf of metrics, if not a sheaf? Equation (1.2) suggests that it does have more structure than being "just" a presheaf. Such a canonical gluing of pairs of local sections occurs not only in the context of metric spaces, but in many other situations as well, and hence this is one of the things that we would like to formalise. Since it is supposed to capture the idea of a sheaf-like structure describing geometry in a global way such that certain gluings are still possible, we will call such a gadget a gleaf. Joint probability distributions. A very similar situation arises in probability theory [4] . In this case, the base set X stands for a collection of random variables. To keep things simple, we assume each variable to take values in the same finite set of outcomes O. To a subset of variables U ⊆ X, we assign the set of all joint probability distributions p U of these variables. This assignment turns into a presheaf 2 X → Sets if one takes the restriction maps to be given by the formation of marginal distributions.
As in the previous example of metrics, compatible triples of local sections on pairwise intersecting subsets U, V, W ⊆ X can often not be extended to a local section over U ∪ V ∪ W . The smallest example occurs for three variables X = {A, B, C} with given subsets the two-variable ones, U = {A, B}, V = {B, C}, W = {A, C}, and binary outcomes O = {0, 1}. Now let P U stand for perfect correlation between uniformly random A and B, and likewise P V between B and C. Since perfect correlation is a transitive relation on random variables, assuming the existence of a joint distribution P X implies that also P W corresponds to perfect correlation between A and C. Hence, if P W stands e.g. for perfect anti correlation between A and C, then no joint distributions can exist, although the given two-variable distributions are compatible in the sense that they marginalize to the same single-variable distributions. For more detail on such marginal problems and further results, see [4, 14] and references therein, in particular [39] .
Nevertheless, again pairs of local sections can always be glued together in a canonical way, using a formula vaguely reminiscent of (1.2). If P U and P V are given distributions over U = {A, B} and V = {B, C} which have compatible marginal on B,
then a canonical joint distribution for {A, B, C} is given by P (a, b, c) : 4) where the denominator term stands for either side of (1.3). Here, it is understood that the left-hand side is declared to be 0 whenever the denominator vanishes; since in this case, also both terms in the numerator vanish. That this joint distribution recovers both p U and p V as marginals is easy to see: for example, summing over a turns P U (a, b) into P U ∩V (b), which cancels with the denominator, so that P V (b, c) remains. Formula (1.4) is natural from the probability point of view: it is precisely that joint distribution which makes A and C conditionally independent given B.
There is an immediate generalization to pairs of sets containing any number of variables. For example, if U ∩ V = ∅, then the distribution in the denominator of (1.4) is the "joint" distribution of no variables, i.e. equal to the constant 1, and the overall joint distribution simply becomes the product distribution of P U and P V .
As we will see, the formal categorical properties of (1.4) are entirely analogous to those of (1.2): the presheaf of joint probability distributions of random variables is also a gleaf.
Gluing as composition.
There is another point of view on the probability distributions example which hints at a higher categorical structure. We now omit the subscripts on the distributions and simply write P (a, b) for a joint distribution of variables A, B ∈ X.
In the spirit of categorical probability theory, we would like to consider a joint distribution P (a, b) as a morphism between the associated marginal distributions P (a) and P (b). In other words, the objects of our category are single-variable distributions P (a), P (b), . . ., while the morphisms are two-variable distributions such that the marginal of the first variable reproduces the source object and the marginal of the second variable reproduces the target object. Composition of morphisms is defined essentially by (1.4); the only difference is that one needs to take the two-variable marginal of A and C by summing over the possible values of B, P (a, c) = G G P (c) (1.6) This relates nicely to the usual categories of conditional probability distributions studied in categorical probability theory [2, 11, 29] . In the finite case, the morphisms of these categories are conditional probability distributions P (b|a) (stochastic matrices) whose composition is given by matrix multiplication,
This is precisely what one obtains upon dividing both sides of (1.5) by P (a) and rewriting everything in terms of conditional probabilities. So far, we have taken single-variable distributions to be objects in our category, while two-variable distributions are morphisms. Now the obvious question is, what about three-variable or n-variable distributions? In fact, it seems like the composition of a composable pair of morphisms produce more than just another morphism: if we follow the spirit of (1.4), it seems natural to omit the summation in (1.5) and consider the three-variable distribution
as the "composition" of P (a, b) and P (b, c). Recovering the usual composition (1.5) is simple by just taking a marginal.
Compositories. It should now be obvious that we will construct a higher category of probability distributions in which the n-morphisms are n-variable joint distributions. Alas, since we want the composition of two 1-morphisms to be a 2-morphism
this "higher category" cannot be a higher category in any of the usual senses of the word [22] ! In fact, we will see that the composition of an m-morphism with an n-morphism along a common k-morphism gives an (m + n − k)-morphism. In order to emphasise this conceptual departure from (higher) categories, we will call such gadgets compositories. A compository will be a simplicial set equipped with a certain compositional structure satisfying a couple of axioms; as shown in Theorem 4.3.8, they can also be regarded as gleaves over the simplex category ∆. We give a precise definition in Section 2.
Disclaimer. In the course of our investigations, we have completely changed our basic definitions several times over. While we now seem to have reasonable axioms giving rise to a nice abstract theory, it is not completely clear whether the structures that we study are indeed fundamental, and whether our definitions are appropriate in terms of the precise formulations of the technical details. In fact, we have some indications suggesting that at least the latter is not yet the case; for example, the somewhat strange-looking Definition 4.2.5. In this sense, the present paper should be regarded as an exposition of some preliminary definitions which may be subject to change.
Summary and structure of this paper. We begin in Section 2.1 with a brief recap of simplicial sets and fix the corresponding notation. Section 2.2 introduces compositories as simplicial sets equipped with a composition operation which turns an m-simplex and an n-simplex into an (m + n − k)-simplex, provided that the two given simplices have a common k-simplex face. This composition is required to satisfy certain axioms from which we derive a number of consequences, including associativity of composition. We then give various examples of compositories: nerves of categories in Section 3.1, compositories of higher spans in Section 3.2, the compository of metric spaces in Section 3.3 and the compository of joint probability distributions in Section 3.4.
We then depart from the study of compositories and introduce the notion of a gleaf on a lattice in Section 4.1, based on the observation that certain presheaves, despite not being sheaves, still have canonical gluings of compatible pairs of local sections. In order to generalise this from gleaves on a lattice to gleaves on a category, Section 4.2 is dedicated to the development of the notion of system of bicoverings which relates to gleaves on a category as the notion of Grothendieck topology relates to sheaves on a category. Section 4.3 discusses gleaves on a category with bicoverings. Not only do sheaves on a site turn out to be gleaves, but also compositories can be identified with gleaves on the simplex category ∆. Section 4.4 defines morphisms of gleaves and explains a result of Johnstone showing that the category of gleaves over a certain base has a subobject classifier despite not being cartesian closed. Concrete examples of gleaves are the gleaf of metric spaces (Section 5.1), the gleaf of joint probability distributions (Section 5.2), a gleaf used in relational database theory (Section 5.3), and the gleaf of topological spaces (Section 5.4). In the first three cases, the gluing operation is related to well-known concepts: shortest paths in metric spaces, conditional independence of random variables, and the natural join operation from relational database theory.
We conclude with a list of interesting further directions in Section 6.
Compositories

Background on simplicial sets
Before introducing compositories, we recall some background on simplicial sets and fix some notation; see also [13, 31] . Simplicial sets are among the basic geometric shapes for higher categories [20, 23] . The simplex category 1 ∆ has as objects the non-empty finite ordinals . Composition is ordinary composition of functions. Then, a simplicial set is a presheaf ∆ op → Sets. An important class of morphisms in ∆ is given by the face maps
and the degeneracy maps
where in both cases, we suppress the dependence on n, since n is determined by the object that ∂ k , respectively η k , is applied to.
It is well-known that the face and degeneracy maps generate ∆ and determine ∆ via the relations
For convenience of notation, we also introduce the family of morphisms s k = ∂ n · · · ∂ k+1 , or explicitly
On the presheaf level, s k corresponds to taking the initial k-face ("source") of every n-simplex in a simplicial set ∆ op → Sets. Similarly, the family of morphisms t k = ∂ 0 · · · ∂ 0 (with n − k factors), or explicitly
On the presheaf level, t k takes the terminal k-face ("target") of every n-simplex. Again, the n-dependence of s k and t k is left implicit.
and A ∈ C(n), then we write Af as shorthand for C(f )(A) in analogy with the standard notation for the right action of a group on a set.
Definition and first properties of compositories
In the following, we use the terms "morphism" and "simplex" interchangeably.
Definition. Let C : ∆
op → Sets be a simplicial set. A pair of simplices (A, B) ∈ C(m) × C(n) is k-composable for k ∈ N if the terminal k-face of A coincides with the initial k-face of B,
For m = n = 1 and k = 0, this recovers the usual notion of composability in a category.
The following axioms represent a minimal set of requirements; we will use them afterwards to derive consequences with a more intuitive meaning.
Definition.
A compository is a simplicial set C : ∆ op → Sets equipped with a composition
for every k-composable pair (A, B) ∈ C(m) × C(n) and every k ∈ N, such that the following axioms hold:
(a) Identity axiom: Composing a morphism A with a source or target face of itself gives the morphism back:
(b) Back-and-forth axiom: For (A, B) ∈ C(m) × C(n) a k-composable pair and i ≤ n − k and j ≤ m − k, composing with source and target faces of the composition A • k B recovers that composition:
(c) Compatibility with degeneracy maps: For every k-composable pair (A, B) ∈ C(m) × C(n),
(d) Compatibility with face maps:
We continue with the derivation of some consequences of these axioms, e.g. associativity of composition.
Proposition.
For i ≥ m and j ≥ n,
(2.14)
Proof. Repeated application of (2.12) and (2.13).
Proposition (Source and target conditions).
The original morphisms A and B can be recovered from the composition A • k B as source and target faces:
In this sense, composition in a compository does not lose any information: the original morphism can be recovered from the composite. We regard this as one of the main advantages of compositories over ordinary categories.
Proof. We prove the second equation only; the first equation is proven similarly. For m = k, we have A = At m = At k = Bs k by composability, so that the claim follows from (2.7) as in (2.14) . Since At k = Bs k by composability, the claim follows again from (2.7).
Proposition (2-step rule).
A composition A • k B can be computed in two steps: for any k ≤ i ≤ m and k ≤ j ≤ n,
Proof. To see the first equation, we apply (2.8) with j = i − k and (2.14),
The proof of the other equation is analogous.
While associativity is an axiom for many other mathematical structures containing a binary operation, for compositories it is actually a derived property:
Proof. For this to make sense, we have to verify the j-composability of (A, B • k C) and the kcomposability of (A • j B, C). Concerning the first, we have
The second works similarly. We now prove (2.17) by making use of (2.16) and (2.15),
2.2.7 Remark. In axiom (c), both the first and the third case apply to i = m − k, so that we can conclude
Similarly, both the second and third case apply to i = m, and hence
On the other hand, Axiom (d) about the compatibility of composition with face maps says nothing at all about the range m − k ≤ i ≤ n, i.e. when the face map acts on the common face. This is because the putative condition
does not hold in many of our examples; in fact, it will only hold in the example of nerves of categories (see Section 3.1).
Degenerate simplices in a compository can be thought of as (higher) identity morphisms. Equations (2.9) and (2.10) state that composing any morphism with a higher identity results in a higher identity.
In particular, let us consider the degenerate simplex F η k associated to the terminal k-face F = At k . Since F η k s k = F , we can form the composition A • k F η k , and properties (2.7) and (2.10) guarantee that
Together with η m ∂ m = id = η m ∂ m+1 , this implies that
In other words, since the simplex (2.21) is degenerate over A, it has A as two of its faces. Intuitively, (2.21) means that F η k can be thought of as an identity over F . A similar statement can be made for an initial face E = As k ,
In summary, composing with a (higher) identity of a face results in a (higher) identity.
Remark.
One can also work with augmented simplicial sets, i.e. presheaves C : ∆ op + → Sets over the augmented simplex category ∆ + . Making the analogous definitions for composition, and possibly imposing that C(−1) be a singleton, one should obtain a definition of what might be coined augmented compository. In an augmented compository, all pairs of morphisms (A, B) ∈ C(m) × C(n) are (−1)-composable, and their composition is an (m+n+1)-simplex A• −1 B. Some of our upcoming examples can naturally be considered as augmented compositories. In this paper, though, we would like to keep the number of newly introduced concepts somewhat limited, and hence we will not consider augmented compositories.
Examples of compositories
Before studying in detail the examples mentioned in the introduction, we consider two examples of a category-theoretical nature: nerves of categories and higher spans in categories. These are two different ways of associating a compository to a category.
Nerves of categories
We recall the definition of the nerve of a category and then show how it naturally carries the structure of a compository.
Definition ([33]
). Given a small category C, the nerve of C is the simplicial set N C in which an n-simplex is a sequence of n composable morphisms in C,
The action of the face map N C (∂ k ) is given by, for k = 0, n,
while for k = 0,
and for k = n,
The action of degeneracy maps is defined as
Upon identifying a sequence of n composable morphisms with a functor [n] → C, one can also say that the presheaf N C : ∆ op → Sets is the composition of functors
where the first arrow is the functor which regards every finite ordinal [n] as a category. Turning N C into a compository is almost trivial: we take the composition operation to be given by concatenation of paths. More concretely, a k-composable pair (A, B) is a pair of simplices of the form
and we can simply put
It is useful to understand this definition of • k more abstractly. Consider 
The second equation in (2.8) is proved analogously.
For composition with degeneracy maps in the form (2.9), we note that both squares in
are pushouts as well; that equation (2.11) holds follows from an analogous diagram. Concerning (2.10), we observe that the front and the back square of the commutative cube
are pushouts, which also implies the desired conclusion by the universal property. The compatibility between composition and face maps can be proven in a very similar way.
Notably, also property (2.20) holds for N C . Indeed even as a simplicial set, N C is very special: for every k-composable pair (A, B) ∈ N C (m) × N C (n), there is exactly one simplex which has A as its initial m-face and B as its terminal n-face, namely the composition A • k B. In other words, there is a unique structure of compository on the simplicial set N C . This is really just a restatement of the universal property of the pushout (3.4) which we have used repeatedly in the proof. It is also known as the Segal condition, see [33] where it is attributed to Grothendieck.
We find it curious that the composition of the original category is not encoded in the composition of the resulting compository, but rather in its face maps.
Higher spans
In the following, let C be any category with pullbacks in which all isomorphisms are identities (gaunt category [7] ). The treatment of an arbitrary category C will be discussed at the end of this subsection. The reason we consider gaunt categories is because this property guarantees the stricked uniqueness of all limits and Kan extensions of functors with codomain C.
We now move to considering spans in C, which are diagrams of the form
Usually, spans are regarded as morphisms in a bicategory of spans [9] . A pair of composable spans takes the form b
and their composition in the bicategory of spans is usually defined to be the span arising from the
upon composing the two outer legs in C and forgetting the two arrows arriving at c. Given the previous considerations, it seems natural to try to do without this "forgetting" operation and retain the whole diagram (3.5) as a 2-simplex in a compository. And indeed, in this way we obtain a compository S C of higher spans in C. We now embark on the details of this.
3.2.1 Definition. The walking n-span Sp n is the poset with objects (v, w) ∈ N 0 with v ≤ w ≤ n and
We think of an object (v, w) ∈ Sp n as an interval in the poset [n], and these intervals are ordered by reverse containment; in other words, Sp n is the interval domain [32] associated to the poset [n]. In category-theoretic terms, this means that Sp n is the twisted arrow category [25] associated to [n] = {0, . . . , n}: an object (v, w) ∈ Sp n can be identified with the arrow v
For example, the walking 2-span Sp 2 is the category generated by the directed graph (0, 2)
such that the square commutes. Since taking the twisted arrow category is a functor · ✷ : Cats → Cats, composing with the inclusion ∆ ֒→ Cats gives a functor
which takes [n] to Sp n . Then in analogy with (3.1), the composition of functors
defines a simplicial set S C : ∆ op → Sets. More concretely, we can equivalently define its n-simplices as n-spans in C:
It is straightforward to show that the resulting face maps S C (∂ k ) are given by composition with the functors
By definition, this is the inclusion functor which misses the two "lines" of objects
Similarly, the degeneracies S C (η k ) arise from the functors
We now turn to composition of these higher spans. A pair (A, B) with A : Sp m → C and B : Sp n → C is k-composable if the terminal k-face of A coincides with the initial k-face of B. Equivalently, the functors A and B assemble into a functor
where Sp k is included in Sp m and Sp n via t k = ∂ 0 · · · ∂ 0 and s k = ∂ n · ∂ k+1 , respectively.
We think of Sp m Sp k Sp n as the "walking k-composable pair" consisting of an m-span and an n-span sharing a common k-span. Upon regarding Sp m as the initial m-face of Sp m+n−k and Sp n as the corresponding terminal n-face, we obtain a functor c m,k,n : Sp m Sp k Sp n −→ Sp m+n−k .
Definition. The composition
Due to the assumption that C is gaunt, this Kan extension is necessarily unique. By the pointwise construction of Kan extensions [25, Thm. X.3.1] and the particular form of the categories involved, it can be computed in terms of pullbacks. Explicitly, A • k B : Sp m+n−k → C is the higher span with objects
and the obvious morphisms. Note that the first and third cases are not disjoint; the compatibility assumption At k = Bs k guarantees that the left-hand side is nevertheless well-defined. It also guarantees that B(0, k) = A(m − k, m), hence there is no asymmetry between A and B in the second case.
Schematic illustration of three composable higher spans and their compositions.
For example for k = 0, the composition of a 2-span A with a 1-span B is given by the 3-span
3.2.4 Theorem. With these definitions, S C becomes a compository.
Proof. The identity axiom is trivially satisfied. Moreover, [25, 
For the back-and-forth axiom we need to show that (
that this is also equal to A • k+j (A • k B)t n+j can be shown in a similar way.
Consider the diagram
The definition of G implies that it is also the right Kan extension of
To prove compatibility with both face maps and degeneracy maps, we will work with a general
which satisfies the following conditions:
Upon specialising ξ to the appropriate face and degeneracy maps, all five axioms (2.9)-(2.13) become special cases of the following argument. What needs to be shown is that, given the square
In modern terminology, this means that we need to show that (3.11) is an exact square [16, 28] . Using the combinatorial characterisation of exact squares [16, 28] and the fact that all four categories in (3.11) are posets, this boils to proving that for any (v, w) ∈ Sp m Sp k Sp n and (
is non-empty and connected. Spelling out these conditions gives
as our assumptions which should imply that
is non-empty and connected with respect to the ordering induced from
In particular, l is non-empty and connected. Hence for the remainder of this proof, we can assume v ′ < m ′ − k ′ and w ′ > m ′ , and distinguish three subcases:
, as claimed. So since l has a least element, it is non-empty and connected.
Case v ≥ m − k and w > m: This is analogous to the previous subcase, where the least element now is (m
Case v ≥ m − k and w ≤ m: Due to the same reasoning as in the previous two subcases, we have
. This shows connectedness.
Example.
In general, S C is not a weak Kan complex (quasi-category [20] ). For example for the category
, which is a poset with Hasse diagram
this can be seen as follows. The three 2-spans
and hence assemble into an inner horn Λ 
Any potential 3-span filler D of this inner horn needs to satisfy D∂ 0 = A, which implies D(1, 2) = A(0, 2) = α, and D∂ 1 = B, which implies D(0, 3) = B(0, 2) = β. Since β → α, such a D does not exist, and hence S C is not a quasi-category. Note that this argument did not actually make use of C; there is not even any 3-span having A as its 0th face and B as its 1st face.
The nerve N C is a subcompository of S C as follows. For every [n] ∈ ∆, there are two functors
Precomposition with either p or P turns a functor [n] → C into a functor Sp n → C. We regard this as a map N C (n) → S C (n). Since both functors have left inverses, this exhibits N C (n) as a subset of S C (n) in two ways. Our goal is to show that this inclusion respects the compository structure:
3.2.6 Proposition. With these definitions, N C is a subcompository of S C in two ways.
Proof. We will give the proof only for p; an analogous proof holds for P. All that needs to be shown is compatibility with face/degeneracy maps and composition. The first follows from commutativity of
; this square is a special case of naturality of p, which can be regarded as the restriction of a natural transformation · ✷ · → id Cats . Compatibility with composition is similar to the second half of the proof of Theorem 3.2.4. In concrete terms, we need to show that the square
is exact. This means that for every (v, w) ∈ Sp m+n−k and z ∈ [m + n − k], the set
is non-empty and connected. As in the proof of Theorem 3.2.4, a case distinction together with the consideration of the least elements shows that this is indeed true.
So far, we have defined the compository of higher spans S C only when the original category C is gaunt. Unfortunately, any attempt at a general definition soon runs into coherence issues: uniqueness of the Kan extensions used in the compositions is lost, and the question is whether they can be chosen coherently in such a way that the compository axioms hold with equality.
One way to do this may be to choose pullbacks in C such that a × b b = a for any diagram of the form b
as well as similarly a × a b = b, and a
and similarly upon "extending" the vertical leg instead of the horizontal one. In particular, this implies that for any diagram of the form
the pullbacks strictly associate in the sense that a
Alternatively, one may be inclined to say that the equational axioms for compositories should only be postulated in a certain weak form, such that composition satisfies these equations only "up to" higher isomorphisms satisfying their own laws up to isomorphisms etc. While this certainly bears some truth, it also seems conceivable that this is but an artefact of the translation from categories to compositories, and that there is no reason from within the theory of compositories itself to weaken strict equations.
Metric spaces
We now return to the metric spaces example considered in the introduction and show how the collection of all finite metric spaces forms a compository, although with a slightly non-standard notion of "metric".
Since we are not interested in distinguishing different but isomorphic metric spaces, we take the underlying set of any (n + 1)-element metric space to be the abstract n-simplex [n] = {0, . . . , n}.
For us, a metric on [n] is a function
holds, and also symmetry d(x, y) = d(y, x). So in contrast to the standard definition, our metrics are not required to be non-degenerate: they are pseudometrics. Moreover, everything that follows also works without the symmetry assumption, and the so inclined reader [21] may safely take our notion of "metric space" to mean "category enriched over the additive monoid R ≥0 ".
3.3.1 Definition. M 1 is the simplicial set with n-simplices given by the metrics on [n], We think of an m-simplex A ∈ M 1 (m) as a metric space over an (m+1)-element set. Dismantling the definition then shows that the face maps correspond to all possible restrictions of the metric to an m-element subset, while the degeneracy maps correspond to all possible ways of duplicating a point.
A pair (A, B) ∈ M 1 (m) × M 1 (n) is k-composable if the restrictions of A and B to the corresponding k-element subsets coincide. In this case, we put:
Although these three cases overlap, the resulting values for the left-hand side coincide thanks to the assumption of composability.
This definition implements the idea that A • k B represents a canonical way of joining A and B into a greater metric space in the sense that the given metrics A and B are retained, while the "missing" distances are lengths of shortest paths as illustrated in Figure 3 .3.
Proposition.
With these definitions, M 1 is a compository.
The proof is straightforward but tedious. We will present a reasonably clean argument in Section 5.1, once we have introduced notions which allow for a less messy proof.
Remark.
Similarly as in Example 3.2.5, M 1 is not a quasi-category: the three 2-simplices A, B, C ∈ M 1 (2) displayed in Figure 4 form an inner horn in M 1 which does not have a filler.
We will get back to the example of metric spaces in Section 5.1, using the presheaf point of view discussed in the introduction.
Joint probability distributions
We now consider the situation of joint probability distributions mentioned in the introduction. As we did there, we fix a finite set O of outcomes for all our random variables. In this subsection we will show that the collection of joint distributions of random variables with outcome set O form a compository which we denote by P O .
3.4.1
Definition. An n-simplex in P O is a probability distribution P on O n+1 = O × . . . × O which assigns a weight P (a 0 , . . . , a n ) to any (n + 1)-tuple of outcomes (a 0 , . . . , a n ) ∈ O n+1 . Figure 4 : Three metrics A, B, C ∈ M 1 (2) with distances as indicated which assemble to an inner horn. Due to failure of the triangle inequality for the outer edges, this inner horn does not have a filler.
Hence an n-simplex is nothing but a joint probability distribution for n + 1 random variables. In particular, a 0-simplex is a probability distribution of a single variable.
The face maps are given by taking marginal distributions, (P ∂ k )(a 0 , . . . , a n−1 ) := a k P (a 0 , . . . , a n ), (3.17) while the degeneracies produce a "copy" of one of the variables which is perfectly correlated with the original one, (P η k )(a 0 , . . . , a n+1 ) := δ a k ,a k+1 P (a 0 , . . . , ✘ ✘ ✘ a k+1 , . . . , a n ). A simple calculation shows that this is functorial in f . Then, a pair (P, Q) consisting of an m-simplex P and an n-simplex Q is k-composable if and only if
If this composability holds, then we abbreviate both sides of this equation by R(a m−k , . . . , a m ) and define
In this formula, the denominator may vanish for certain tuples (a m−k , . . . , a m ) ∈ O k ; however, the composability condition (3.19) guarantees that this implies that also both terms in the numerator vanish. In this case, also the left-hand side of (3.20) is regarded to be 0.
We need to check that (3.20) is indeed a probability distribution. While it is clearly non-negative, normalisation can be seen as follows:
3.4.2 Proposition. With these definitions, P O is a compository.
For similar reasons as for the proof of Proposition 3.3.3, also the proof of this proposition will be given later on in Section 5.2.
Gleaves
As explained in the introduction, there are various natural examples of presheaves that are not sheaves, but still seem to possess more interesting structure than merely being presheaves: there exists a "gluing operation" which describes a canonical way of joining pairs of compatible local sections. We axiomatise the resulting notion of gleaf in this section and show how compositories can be seen as particular kinds of gleaves. Both the metric space example and the joint probability distributions example given in the previous section have several variants all of which can be described as gleaves.
Gleaves on a lattice
When introducing sheaves, one usually starts by defining sheaves on topological spaces before moving on to the general definition of sheaves on sites. In a similar manner, we start with the definition of gleaves on the lattice of opens of a topological space, or, more generally, on any distributive lattice. Since any distributive lattice can be embedded into a Boolean algebra [30] , we may consider, without loss of generality, a lattice of subsets L ⊆ 2 X of some set X. With this in mind, we denote the lattice ordering by ⊆ and the lattice operations by ∩ and ∪.
for every pair U, V ∈ L, such that the following conditions hold:
commutes.
(d) All these three axioms also hold upon switching the roles of U and V .
These axioms have a multitude of consequences which, however, will not be analysed in this section but rather when considering the definition of gleaves on a category. This includes, for example, a certain kind of associativity of the gluing operation.
In the case of a sheaf, the canonical choice for L is the lattice of opens O(X) for a topological space X. However, we do not see why this should necessarily likewise apply to gleaves, and in fact believe that other choices are sometimes more natural: 4.1.2 Example. Let L be the lattice of compact subspaces of a Hausdorff space X, and for U ∈ L let Γ(U) be the set of all non-degenerate metrics U × U → R ≥0 ∪ {∞} which induce the given subspace topology. Γ is a presheaf with the obvious restriction maps. For d U ∈ Γ(U) and
Here, compactness guarantees that these infima are attained at some y if U ∩ V = ∅. Hence d U ∪V is a metric as well, i.e. it is non-degenerate. It can also be shown that d U ∪V induces the given subspace topology on U ∪ V , which implies that d U ∪V ∈ Γ(U ∪ V ). Without any compactness requirement, the infimum in (4.3) is not necessarily attained at any point in the intersection. Take for example the set
and otherwise arbitrary distances. Applying definition (4.3) to u and v results in
Thus, the two distinct points u and v have zero distance.
Systems of bicoverings
We would like to give a more general definition of gleaves which comprises both gleaves on lattices and compositories as special cases. To this end, we introduce the notion of a system of bicoverings which are to gleaves what Grothendieck topologies are to sheaves.
Definition.
A system of bicoverings on a category C is a collection of cospans in C, called bicoverings, which we draw with one vertical and one horizontal leg 
in which both cospans are bicoverings, then so is the composed cospan. Similarly for any addi-
(e) Stability under pullbacks: given a diagram with pullback squares
where the front cospan is a bicovering, then so is the back cospan.
We do not assume that C has all pullbacks; correspondingly, axiom (e) only applies when the pullbacks exist.
Example.
Let (C, J) be a site. Then a cospan with monomorphic legs is a bicovering if the sieve generated by it is a covering sieve. Axiom (a) is satisfied by assumption. Axiom (c) holds since principal sieves are covering sieves. Axiom (d) follows from the transitivity axiom of Grothendieck topologies. Axiom (e) follows from the stability axiom of Grothendieck topologies.
In the simplex category ∆, we take a bicovering to be a cospan of the form
where n + m ≥ j, corresponding to joint surjectivity of the two arrows. Exchanging the two legs of a bicovering does not yield a bicovering in general.
Our first observation is a partial converse to Axiom (d): 
is a pullback since f is a monomorphism. The claim now follows from stability under pullback.
Definition. A morphism of bicoverings is a diagram of the form
which can be completed to a diagram of the form
We note in passing that the map q c completely determines the maps q a and q b , since the legs of a bicovering are monomorphisms. The existence of the two additional maps in (4.5) is equivalent to the requirement that the induced map a ′ × c ′ b ′ → a × c b has a right inverse.
Gleaves on a category with bicoverings
Let C be a category equipped with a system of bicoverings and D a category with pullbacks. For any D-valued presheaf Γ : C op → D and any pullback square
the restriction maps determine a natural arrow
The basic idea behind gleaves is the existence of a "gluing operation" which allows to obtain a "glued" local section in Γ(c) from a compatible pair of local sections in Γ(a) × Γ(a×cb) Γ(b). Unlike in Section 4.1, we now omit the subscript of a gluing operation indexing its components. 
(b) Back-and-forth axiom: given a diagram
where both cospans are bicoverings, then the diagram
(c) Partial naturality axiom: For any morphism of bicoverings
Our first observation is that restricting the gluing of two local sections recovers these original sections:
4.3.2 Lemma. For any bicovering (4.6), the diagram
Proof. Since the map a → c is a monomorphism, both squares in
are pullback squares, and hence the back cospan is a bicovering as well. Since the induced map between the resulting pullbacks is id a×cb , we are dealing with a morphism of bicoverings. Hence the partial naturality axiom applies and we obtain
By the identity axiom, the lower horizontal arrow g coincides with π 1 . Therefore also the lower composition coincides with a projection π 1 . Comparing this with the upper composition results in the upper triangle of diagram (4.8). Commutativity of the lower triangle is proved in an analogous way.
Lemma (2-step rule). Given a diagram
where all three cospans are bicoverings, then the diagram
Intuitively, the upper half of this diagram states that a local section over a ′ can be glued with a local section over b by first gluing the former with the restriction of the latter to a × c b and then gluing the result with the original section over b. A similar interpretation applies to the lower half of the diagram.
Proof. Since the two parts of the diagram (4.9) are equivalent under exchanging the two legs of all bicoverings, it is sufficient to prove commutativity of only the upper half. In the diagram
both squares are pullbacks since the map a → c is a monomorphism. Since the induced map between the resulting pullbacks is id a ′ ×cb , we are dealing with a morphism of bicoverings. Applying partial naturality gives
In the diagram
the upper triangle commutes because of the back-and-forth axiom, while the lower triangle commutes as a consequence of the partial naturality diagram above and (4.8).
Proposition (Associativity). Given a diagram
where all three cospans are bicoverings, then
Proof. We prove this by showing commutativity of the diagram
in which the upper right composition is the one of (4.10), while the lower left one can be thought of as a "diagonal" in (4.10): we are about to show that it coincides with this diagram's upper right composition, and thanks to its invariance under swapping a and b, it is then also equal to the diagram's lower left composition. Subdiagram 1 commutes trivially, while 2 is an instance of the 2-step rule Lemma 4.3.3. Since all arrows of subdiagram 3 act trivially on the last component Γ(b ′ ), this part reduces to
This diagram can be shown to commute by postcomposing with the projections π 1 and π 2 . This is trivial for π 1 , for which both ways of composing the arrows yield g. In the case of π 2 , commutativity holds since according to Lemma 4.3.2, restricting the glued section in Γ(a) back to Γ(a × c b) recovers the original section given there.
This ends our present development of the general theory of gleaves on categories with bicoverings. We now move on to discuss some general classes of examples.
Example.
Let L be a distributive lattice. We regard L as a category with bicoverings those cospans V
It is easy to show that the axioms for a system of bicoverings hold. On this base category, the definition of gleaf 4.3.1 reduces to the one of a gleaf on a distributive lattice 4.1.1.
Example (Base change for gleaves)
. Let C and C ′ be categories equipped with systems of bicoverings and D a category with pullbacks. Given a gleaf (Γ, g), where Γ : C op → D, and a functor Ξ : C ′ → C which preserves bicoverings and pullbacks, then the composite Γ Ξ carries an induced structure of gleaf with a gluing operation whose components are components of g. Proof. From the sheaf condition, we know that
is an isomorphism. Since the gluing operation is required to be a right inverse of this map, it is automatically unique and given by the inverse isomorphism. The axioms of gleaves can be easily seen to hold by postcomposing each required diagram with π 1 g −1 , respectively π 2 g −1 , and using the fact that π 1 g −1 and π 2 g −1 are jointly monic.
Theorem.
Gleaves ∆ op → Sets on the simplex category ∆ with bicoverings of the form
(n + m ≥ j) (4.11)
are compositories and vice versa.
The proof of this theorem requires the following lemma.
Lemma. (a) For n + m ≥ j and n
(b) Any morphism of bicoverings is a composition of those of the form
[n]
4.13) which correspond to the degeneracy conditions (2.9)-(2.11), and those of the form
(4.14)
which correspond to the face map conditions (2.12) and (2.13).
Proof. (a) The two additional arrows [m
has a right inverse. In ∆, this is equivalent to surjectivity.
(b) We first claim that any morphism of bicoverings can be split into a composition of a morphism with surjective components followed by a morphism with injective components as in the diagram
To see this, we decompose q into two parts using its image factorisation
We then define [ m] to be the pullback q 
, in which case we are done, or v ′ ∈ im(t n ′ ). In the latter case we obtain that q 1 (v ′ ) = s m (v) ∈ im(t n ), and thus s m (v) ∈ im(s m ) ∩ im(t n ). By the assumed surjectivity of
is bijective thanks to the given assumption on q. We now ulteriorly decompose the lower right part of (4.15) into morphisms of the form (4.14). This we do by induction on j − j. In the base case j = j, we necessarily have q 2 = id [j] , so that there is nothing to be done. For the induction step, we pick any i ∈ [j] \ im(q 2 ), so that q 2 can be factored as ∂ i q 2 . Since im(s m ) ∩ im(t n ) ⊆ im(q 2 ), we either have i ∈ im(t n ), which means that i < j − n, or i ∈ im(s m ), which means that i > m. In the second case we obtain
so that the claim follows from the induction assumption applied to q 2 . The first case is analogous. We now decompose the first part of (4.15) into morphisms of the form (4.13) by induction on j ′ − j. The base case j ′ = j is trivial. For the induction step, we pick an i ∈ [j ′ ] such that q 1 (i) = q 1 (i + 1). We then have three different cases:
We illustrate the proof for the first case, obtaining the diagram
The claim follows from the induction assumption applied to q 1 . The two other cases can be treated in an analogous way.
Proof of Theorem 4.3.8. We need to show that the compository axioms are equivalent to the gleaf axioms with respect to bicoverings of the form (4.11). The identity axiom for compositories corresponds exactly to the identity axiom for gleaves and similarly for the back-and-forth axiom. Compatibility of composition with degeneracy maps is equivalent to naturality for morphisms of bicoverings of the form (4.13), while compatibility with face maps corresponds to (4.14).
On the other hand, Lemma 4.3.9 implies that these compatibility conditions are sufficient to guarantee naturality with respect to all morphisms of bicoverings.
Categories of gleaves
We would like to turn the collection of D-valued gleaves over a category C with bicoverings into a category itself.
Definition. A morphism of gleaves
With this definition, the collection of gleaves (Γ : C op → D, g) forms a category G(C, D). We now reproduce an argument due to Peter Johnstone which shows that a category of gleaves G(C, Sets) is not necessarily a topos.
Theorem (Johnstone).
There exists C for which G(C, Sets) is not cartesian closed, but does have a subobject classifier.
Proof. Consider C to be the category formed by the poset with Hasse diagram
We take as non-maximal bicoverings the three cospans
The axioms for a system of bicoverings are easily shown to hold by direct verification. For a gleaf (Γ, g) over C, the only non-trivial component of the gluing operation is g : Γ(u) × Γ(0) Γ(v) −→ Γ(1). Hence such a gleaf is the same as a presheaf on C together with a function g :
. This function can be incorporated into the data of a presheaf upon adjoining an additional object w to C obtaining a new category C ′ presented by 1
Then a gleaf on C is the same as a presheaf on C ′ which satisfies the sheaf-like condition that the map Γ(w) −→ Γ(u) × Γ(0) Γ(v) is an isomorphism. The gluing operation is given by g = Γ(r). Note that the terminal object of C ′ is w. In conclusion, the category of gleaves G(C, Sets) is equivalent to the category G of sheaves on C ′ , where {u → 1, v → 1} is the unique non-trivial covering family. Since the pullback of this family along r is not a covering family, C ′ is not a site. A direct verification shows that all contravariant hom-functors are sheaves on C ′ . Our goal is to show that the hom-functor h 1 = G(−, 1) is not an exponentiable object in G. We first claim that the diagram of hom-functors
is a pushout. This requires proving that the natural map
is an isomorphism for every Γ ∈ G. An application of the Yoneda lemma G(h x , Γ) ∼ = Γ(x) for every x ∈ C ′ translates this into the sheaf-like condition above. If the hom-functor h 1 was an exponentiable object, then the functor −×h 1 would be a left adjoint and hence preserve colimits. In particular, this would imply that also
would be a pushout; however, a direct objectwise consideration shows that h 0 ×h 1 ∼ = h 0 , h u ×h 1 ∼ = h u and h v × h 1 ∼ = h v , where each of these isomorphism is given by the corresponding product projection.
On the other hand, h w × h 1 ∼ = h 1 also by the product projection, because h w is terminal in G. Since h 1 ∼ = h w , uniquness of pushouts up to isomorphism shows that (4.17) is not a pushout.
In conclusion, we have shown that G does not have exponentials.
We now proceed to proving that G does have a subobject classifier which can be constructed just as in a Grothendieck topos, namely the presheaf Ω(x) = {S | S is a closed sieve on x} for all x ∈ C. A direct check shows that the sheaf condition Ω(w) Some examples of non-cartesian-closed categories with a subobject classifier have been known previously [12] . Johnstone's example [18, Remark 8.3 ] is very similar to the example used in the proof of Theorem 4.4.2: his binary operation b has the flavour of a gluing operation from which its arguments can be recovered by application of the unary operations l and r, which are similar to restriction maps.
Examples of gleaves
We would now like to describe various concrete examples of gleaves, including a gleaf of metric spaces, similar in flavour to the compository of metrics (Section 3.3), and a gleaf of joint probability distributions, corresponding to the compository of joint distributions (Section 3.4). We expect that many other geometrical structures of a "global" nature can be reformulated in this way.
Metric spaces, take II
Since a metric is defined over a set, we now take the base category to be C = Sets. For any cospan with injective legs
we consider A and B to be subsets of C, thus omitting explicit mention of the inclusion maps. We take it to be a bicovering if the two legs are jointly surjective, i.e. A ∪ B = C. The functor
assigns to every set the collection of all ways of turning that set into a "metric space", by which we now mean a set equipped with a distance function taking values in R ≥0 ∪ {∞}, satisfying the triangle inequality, assigning zero distance from any point to itself, and, depending on the reader's preference, the optional symmetry axiom. The component of the gluing operation g on a bicovering (5.1) is defined as follows:
where
is the metric on C given by
(5.
2)
The infima are understood to be ∞ in case that A ∩ B = ∅. Since these four cases overlap, it needs to be checked that the compatibility assumption
guarantees that this is well-defined. For example, if we take x ∈ A and z ∈ A ∩ B, then the result of applying the first case should coincide with the application of the second:
A similar reasoning applies to all other overlap cases. We now verify the triangle inequalities
in the case in which x, z ∈ A and y ∈ B. All other cases are similar or simpler than this. We know that
from which the assertion follows by the definition (5.2).
Proposition.
With these definitions, (M, g) becomes a gleaf.
Proof. The identity axiom holds trivially: if A = C or B = C, then the first or last case of (5.2) always applies.
In the back-and-forth axiom, we also have A ′ ⊆ A with A ′ ∪ B = C and start with metrics d A ′ and d B , and need to show that
We exemplify the proof of this by evaluating on x ∈ A ′ and y ∈ B. In this case the right-hand side becomes
This coincides with the left-hand side. The other half of the back-and-forth axiom with B ′ ⊆ B is entirely analogous.
In the partial naturality axiom, we have another bicovering C ′ = A ′ ∪ B ′ and a map q :
. Again we sketch part of the proof of this by evaluating on x ∈ A ′ and y ∈ B ′ . The right-hand side becomes g q *
while the left-hand side looks like
The claim follows from surjectivity of q on the intersection.
In combination with Example 4.3.6 and the fact that the inclusion functor Ξ : ∆ → Sets preserves bicoverings and pullbacks, we have also proven Proposition 3.3.3.
Probability distributions, take II
A similar development is possible for joint probability distributions: the example of Section 3.4 can be turned into a gleaf on C = FinSets with values in D = Sets in pretty much the same way as the metric space example. As in Sets, we take the bicoverings on FinSets to be those cospans which have injective and jointly surjective legs.
As before, we fix a finite set of outcomes O and consider the functor
The gluing operation on a bicovering (5.1) is given by
where P A∩B stands for P A|A∩B = P B|A∩B . Concerning the case of vanishing denominator and the proof showing that this is a normalised distribution, statements analogous to those made in the compository version after (3.20) can be made. The resulting g(P A , P B ) is the unique probability distribution which makes the variables in A conditionally independent of those in B given the values of those in A ∩ B.
Proposition.
With these definitions, (P, g) is a gleaf.
Proof. The identity axiom means that when B ⊆ A, then g(P A , P B ) = P A for any compatible pair (P A , P B ). This is indeed the case since
For the back-and-forth axiom, we need to show that whenever A ′ ⊆ A such that A ′ ∪B = A∪B = C, then g(P A ′ , P B ) = g g(P A ′ , P B ) |A , P B . Evaluating the right-hand side on any γ ∈ O C results in
The fourth equality uses
which follows from the bijective correspondence between β and γ ′ (sheaf condition). In the naturality axiom, we have another bicovering C ′ = A ′ ∪ B ′ and a map q :
We then want to show that
The third equality uses surjectivity of q on the intersection which implies that there is at most one τ satisfying the condition τ q |A ′ ∩B ′ = γ |A ′ ∩B ′ , as well as the sheaf condition to unify the two sums.
By applying a change of base as defined in Example 4.3.6 along the inclusion functor ∆ ֒→ FinSets, we obtain a proof of Proposition 3.4.2.
Relational databases
The probability distributions example of the previous subsection is formulated in terms of real-valued probabilities. However, all that we have used is that probabilities are elements of a semifield (K, +, ·) which additionally satisfies x + y = 0 ⇒ x = 0. Correspondingly, the probability distributions example makes sense over any such K. A particularly interesting instance of this is the Boolean semifield ({0, 1}, ∨, ∧): if we interpret a value of 0 as "impossible" and a value of 1 as "possible", a distribution with values in the Boolean semifield can be thought of as a "possibility distribution". Since such a distribution is determined by the subset of those outcomes to which it assigns 1, it can equivalently be regarded as a (non-empty) relation whose arity is given by the number of variables involved.
This is essentially what is studied in the theory of relational databases [1] . In order not to be repetitive, we will not discuss the gleaf of possibility distributions in any more detail, but rather explain the intimately related gleaf of relations in the language of database theory, following the exposition of [3] .
We fix a set A, thought of as a universe of attributes. In contrast to before, where we assumed all variables to take values in the same set of outcomes, we now allow each a ∈ A to take values in a different and possibly infinite set D a . Consider the category Att of finite subsets of A ordered by inclusion. For a finite set of attributes A ∈ Att, an A-relation T A is a subset of a∈A D a . We think of such a T A as a table in a database whose columns are the attributes a ∈ A. The assignment
is a presheaf where the restriction maps are given by the operation of projecting subsets along
The gluing operation then takes the form
This is nothing but the natural join from the theory of relational databases [1] .
Proof. Condition 4.1.1(a) is immediate. For condition 4.1.1(b), we need to show that the diagram
To this end, we first claim that
In fact, a given r ∈ a∈B D a lies in g(T A ′ , T B ) |B iff there exists r ′ ∈ a∈A ′ ∪B D a such that r ′ |B = r, r ′ |A ′ ∈ T A ′ and r ′ |B ∈ T B . This is equivalent to requiring r ∈ T B and r |A ′ ∩B ∈ T A ′ |A ′ ∩B . By the compatibility condition T A ′ |A ′ ∩B = T B|A ′ ∩B , the second condition means that r |A ′ ∩B ∈ T B|A ′ ∩B , which is implied by r ∈ T B .
Second, we show that
In fact, a given r ∈ a∈A D a lies in g(T A ′ , T B ) |A iff there exists r ′ ∈ a∈A ′ ∪B D a such that r ′ |A = r, r ′ |A ′ ∈ T A ′ and r ′ |B ∈ T B . This is equivalent to requiring that r |A ′ ∈ T A ′ and r |A∩B ∈ T B|A∩B , as claimed.
With these observations, we obtain
as desired. A similar proof applies for B ′ ⊆ B and A ∪ B = A ∪ B ′ . We now consider condition 4.1.1(c) for A ′ ⊆ A and A ∩ B = A ′ ∩ B. We need to show that the diagram
commutes. For a given r ∈ a∈A ′ ∪B D a , we have r ∈ g(T A , T B ) |A ′ ∪B iff there exists an r ′ ∈ a∈A∪B D a such that r ′ |A ′ ∪B = r, r ′ |A ∈ T A and r ′ |B ∈ T B . Upon choosing r = r ′ |A , this implies the existence of an r ∈ T A such that r |A ′ = r |A ′ and r |B ∈ T B . Conversely, if this condition is satisfied, then A ∩ B = A ′ ∩ B guarantees that r ∈ T A and r ∈ a∈A ′ ∪B D a can be extended to an r ′ ∈ a∈A∪B D a having the necessary properties. The existence of r is equivalent to r |B ∈ T B and r |A ′ ∈ T A|A ′ .
Topological spaces
We expect that many geometrical structures, besides metric spaces, form gleaves of type Sets op → Sets. One of these is the structure of carrying a topology, and this will be our last example of a gleaf. Similar to our other examples, we define the presheaf as
This presheaf is not a sheaf since there are triples of pairwise compatible local sections which cannot be consistently joined. In fact, consider three sets U, V, W , each with exactly two elements as in Figure 1 , and such that U and V have the indiscrete topology while W has the discrete topology. Clearly, the subspace topologies on pairwise intersections are the same, but it is not possible to find a topology on U ∪ V ∪ W which restricts to the given topologies on the individual sets: any open containing one point of W has to contain U ∩ V as well, and hence also the other point of W . Nevertheless, we will show in the following that T can be turned into a gleaf.
Given the system of bicoverings for Sets defined in 5.1, the gluing operation is:
As defined, g(τ A , τ B ) clearly is a topology on Z.
Proposition. With these definitions, (T , g
) is a gleaf.
Proof. The identity axiom 4.3.1(a) holds trivially. Before proceeding with the proof of the other two axioms, we show that the glued topology indeed restricts to the two given ones,
It is enough to prove the first equation. The inclusion g(τ A , τ B ) |A ⊆ τ A is trivial, so we only need to show the other direction, which crucially relies on the assumed compatibility of the topologies,
and similarly U ∩ B = W , which shows that U ∈ g(τ A , τ B ).
For the back-and-forth axiom 4.3.1(b), we need to show that for any
commutes. In a manner similar to the proof of (5.4), it can be shown that
This lets us evaluate the "long" composition in (5.5) to
For the last equality, we use that the inclusion "⊆" is trivial, while for the inverse inclusion "⊇" we simply pick
, which is commutativity of the above diagram. In the partial naturality axiom 4.3.1(c), we have another bicovering
commutes. The two compositions in this square evaluate to
respectively. For a given U ′ in (5.7) with associated V and W we obtain, using the assumption
where the dots indicate steps analogous to the first half. Again by surjectivity of q on the intersection, we can "cancel" q −1 , which results in
and similarly q
Together with (5.7), this is relevant for proving the third equality in
This shows that U ′ is indeed an element of in q * (g(τ A , τ B )). For the reverse inclusion of (5.6) in (5.7), we start with any q
.
Further directions
Here we would like to present some possible ideas for future research.
Compositories
Nerves of categories and compatibility with face maps. As we saw in Section 3.1, the nerve of a (small) category is a compository which satisfies compatibility of composition with all face maps, including (2.20), which typically does not hold in other compositories. The question is now if the converse is true: is a compository satisfying (2.20) isomorphic to the nerve of a category?
Nerves of ω-categories. On a related note, we wonder whether the nerves of (strict) higher categories [35] are compositories as well. The nerves of ω-categories have already been characterised as complicial sets [37] and, very recently, as sets with complicial identities [34] . In the latter characterisation, the wedge operation also increases the dimension of simplices. Is it related to our composition operations in compositories? Can nerves of ω-categories also be characterised as certain compositories?
Fundamental compositories and homotopy type theory. Recall the definition of the fundamental ∞-groupoid Π(X), in its Kan complex version:
6.1.1 Definition (e.g. [17] ). Let X be a topological space. The fundamental ∞-groupoid Π(X) is the simplicial set with n-simplices Π(X)(n) := Top(∆ n , X), where ∆ n is the geometric realisation of the n-simplex.
Here, the face and degeneracy maps are induced from considering the assignment [n] → ∆ n as a functor ∆ op → Tops op . It is an interesting question whether Π(X) carries the structure of a compository. The most natural way of turning Π(X) : ∆ op → Sets into a compository would be for the (co-)presheaf ∆ op → Tops op to carry the structure of a gleaf, i.e. if there existed a family of continuous maps
satisfying a list of axioms dual to those for compositories. On a related note, we might consider types in homotopy type theory [36] rather than topological spaces. These types are usually regarded to be globular ∞-groupoids [10, 24] in the sense of Batanin and Leinster [8, 22] . Now a natural question is, is there a variant of homotopy type theory in which the types naturally carry the structure of a compository?
First of all, this would require the higher identity terms over a type to form a simplicial set rather than a globular set. Obtaining a simplicial set of higher identity terms will require a departure from the usual "binary" identity types id A (a, b) taking two arguments only, allowing for the introduction of arbitrary n-ary identity types id A (a 1 , . . . , a n ); note that such identity types can also be defined as inductive types generated by reflexivity terms. This leads to the question, what will be the resulting algebraic structure on the collection of all such (higher) identity terms?
Dagger compositories and symmetric compositories. In many of our examples of compositories C, there is a canonical way of assigning to a simplex S ∈ C(m) other simplices of the same dimension which are obtained by permuting the vertices of S. For example in a compository of higher spans (Section 3.2), this applies to the "mirror image" S † of any higher span S obtained by precomposing S : Sp m → C with the "reflection" In this way, we expect that a compository of higher spans is actually a dagger compository, just as an ordinary category of spans is a dagger category [27].
In our examples of metric spaces (Section 3.3) and joint probability distributions (Section 3.4), there is even more symmetry: the vertices of any simplex can be permuted arbitrarily, and hence the symmetric group S m acts on the set of m-simplices C(m). This should correspond to a notion of symmetric compository, which we expect to be a gleaf of type FinSets op =∅ → Sets, where FinSets =∅ stands for the category of non-empty finite sets.
Hyperstructures. The hyperstructures of Baas [6] are mathematical abstractions of collections of systems which may form bonds, e.g. chemical bonds between atoms, and also bonds between bonds etc. We imagine that compositories may provide an alternative to hyperstructures and/or a related approach to systems that have the potential to form bonds: upon taking the systems to be the 0-simplices in a compository, and an n-system bond to be an (n − 1)-simplex between its n constituent systems as vertices, we might obtain a composition operation on those bonds which could turn them into a compository.
A self-referential theory of compositories? The fundamental nature of category theory is reflected in the self-referential character of category theory, such as the fact that categories themselves form a category. Can one develop a theory of compositories in a similarly self-referential manner? For example, is it possible to define a sensible "compository of compositories"? Doing this would require one to temporarily forget about category theory completely and to try and adapt a different mindset which moves the focus from functions having a given domain and codomain to relations of arbitrary finite arity in which the distinction between domain and codomain is blurred.
Gleaves
Gleaves and monoidal structures. The definition of gleaf 4.3.1 closely resembles that of lax monoidal functors. Can this analogy be made more precise? If monoidal structures on categories generalise binary products, then what generalises pullbacks?
Gluing more than two local sections. The gluing operation which is part of the structure of a gleaf glues pairs of local sections only; and, as we have frequently noted in the examples, three or more local sections can in general not be consistently extended at all. However, when the different sets or objects on which the given local sections live intersect in a certain particularly nice way, a canonical extension is indeed possible and can be constructed from repeated application of the gluing operation in a unique way. The associativity result of Proposition 4.3.4 is a particular example of this. See the work of Vorob'ev [39] for some ideas of how all this works in the case of the joint probability distributions gleaf (P, g) of Section 5.2.
We will investigate all this in more detail in a follow-up to this article; this will contain in particular a generalisation of Vorob'ev's theorem and a theorem stating how any local section of a gleaf gives rise to a semi-graphoid [15] , also generalising from the well-studied structure of the joint probability distributions example.
Gleaves and fibred categories. In many of our examples of Sets-valued gleaves, e.g. in the metric space example (Section 5.1), the values of the presheaf have actually more structure than merely being sets; we suspect that they really should be considered as posets or even categories. For example, we may say that two metrics d 1 , d 2 on a set X satisfy d 1 ≤ d 2 if and only if d 1 (x, y) ≤ d 2 (x, y) for all x, y ∈ X. Then, the gluing operation in the metric space example has a universal property: it arises as the smallest metric, relative to this ordering, which restricts to the given ones on the subsets. Do the gluing operations of all our examples of gleaves have universal properties? If so, does this imply that the notion of gleaf should not be considered fundamental in any sense?
More generally, one can consider the category Mets of metric spaces (without the non-degeneracy axiom) and distance-nonincreasing functions as a fibred category over Sets [38] . How does this relate to the gleaf of metric spaces? Under which conditions does a fibred category give rise to a gleaf?
Enriched categories as gleaves 2 . On a related note, upon regarding metric spaces (without the symmetry and non-degeneracy axioms) as enriched categories [21] , the putative universal property of the gluing operation is likely to correspond to a certain (co-)limit in the symmetric monoidal base category ([0, ∞), ≥, +). Can this be generalised to enrichment over an arbitrary suitably (co-)complete symmetric monoidal small base category V? More precisely, let Γ V : Sets op → Sets be the presheaf which assigns to every set X the set of all V-categories having X as their underlying set of objects. Can this presheaf be turned into a gleaf in a natural way?
Gleaves as models of a sketch. The proof of Theorem 4.4.2 exhibits a gleaf over the base category considered there as a model of a sketch (4.16) . Can this construction be generalised for gleaves over any small category with bicoverings? Alternatively, we could also ask whether the category of gleaves over a small base is accessible [5] .
